A rotary hammer attachment that allows masons to remove mortar quickly, accurately and safely.

**Product Features**
- **Collar**
  - allows multidirectional tool orientation
- **Vacuum Port**
  - fits standard shop vac
  - allows multidirectional tool orientation
- **Stainless Steel Runner**
  - glides across brick wall
- **Collar**
  - guides bit through mortar

**Proposal**
- **Diamond Grinding Wheel**
  - Kit Price: $275
  - Sled Price: $125
- **Hardened Steel Bit**
  - Production Cost: $2
  - Wholesale Profit: $252

**Rhino pays for itself in 6 workdays, saving contractors nearly $250 per week.**

**Guidance**
- **Fin**
  - directs bit through mortar
- **Vacuum Port**
  - fits standard shop vac
- **Stainless Steel Runner**
  - glides across brick wall

**Contact us at:** 2009orange@mit.edu